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A new tarot based on the divine feminine that utilizes the power of chakra healing and archetypal

consciousness to restore vital life-source energy. â€¢ Contains 22 major arcana, plus 4 new

goddess images and 7 chakra cards.â€¢ Works with the "power of three" in a unique and sacred

way.â€¢ By the author of the bestselling Inner Child Cards (more than 100,000 sold).This unique

divination deck of 33 cards connects the mystical core of the tarot with the living force of the divine

feminine through one of the most sacred graphics known to humanity, the holy trinity or triangle. The

author has created 11 new cards to supplement the traditional 22 major arcana "soul cards" of the

tarot. Four of these new cards serve as an overriding goddess trinity, while the other seven cards

represent the seven chakra points in the body, creating a powerful alignment between the spiritual,

physical, mental, and emotional energy fields in order to illuminate and revitalize life energy.

Through this unique combination, The Triple Goddess Tarot offers a system to individuals who are

ready to engage with the healing power centers of the body, archetypal mysticism, the sacred

feminine, and an awakened consciousness as a means to acquire greater health, empowerment,

and purpose. The accompanying text provides suggestions for ways to engage with the divine

feminine through ritual, prayer, archetypal attunement, and spiritual stewardship and initiation.
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". . . a special offering and would make an excellent gift for spiritual women of any age." (Nellie

Levine, illuminationtarot.com, March 2003)"Isha Lerner writes with true sincerity and wisdom." (Tarot

Insights, November 2002)" . . . a comprehensive and insightful resource as well as a beautiful



oracle." (Skye Alexander, New Age Retailer, July/August)"This deck and book seem to bring us

back to those days when women were honored for their unique connectedness to life and the

universe. . . . Perhaps this deck can grant us a small insight into this long forgotten knowledge and

we can once again reclaim our sacred feminine selves." (Ladyfogg's Deck Reviews, Oct 2005)

Isha Lerner is a professional astrologer, tarot consultant, and flower essence practitioner. She is the

author of two book/deck sets, Inner Child Cards and Power of Flowers as well as the Inner Child

Cards Workbook. She lives in Eugene, Oregon. Visionary artist Mara Friedman is co-founder of

STREAM, a creative arts school for young women. Her art has appeared in numerous We'Moon

calendars as well as on books, CD covers, and magazines throughout the world. She lives in

Lorane, Oregon. View the author's web site at http://newmoonvisions.com/

have only just started with the set. Am a fan of the artist's work, so expect to enjoy them. Like the

concept, though this is not a true tarot as we know it with 70+ cards, but just a major arcana plus a

few extras. More than a divination set, although there are layouts for that purpose, it is a set for the

inner journey. I see it more for daily guidance, as well as chakra balancing. The premise that lead to

this set, the idea of putting oneself in the position of the Goddess for leading one's life, is, my POV,

excellent, and one that I'll be attempting, using these cards as my guides.

A bit of a disappointment. Maybe I haven't given them a real chance, but the material really wasn't

new, and I got bored with them pretty quickly. I expected a lot because I had worked with

Motherpeace Cards co-authored by Vicki Noble. Those cards were very helpful to me for a couple

years.

Love these cards so much. The artwork is beautiful in my opinion, and they work so well for all types

of readings or for an additional piece to any reading. And the guidebook is wonderfully written.

This book came as I expected. I bought it used. It didn't bring the deck of cards which I spoke with

the seller about and everything is great. Thank you so much for the sell!! I read the first two chapters

and the book is really interesting.!!

They are not only beautifully made... the meaning is full of incredible depth...Powerful... simply...

powerful.



I am so in love with theses cards!!!! They are powerful beyond measure and filled with so much love

from the Goddess. You will truly enjoy them

Just a wonderful deck and work book. It wholly captures the essence of the Divine Feminine in all

it's glory. The chakra cards are amazing and will be helpful in healing.

The beautiful cards and inspiring messages make this a wonderful deck to have. I use it often and

find it extremely helpful.
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